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Abstract Intraspecific interactions such as Allee effects are key properties that can
guide population management. This contribution considers component Allee effects
that are elementary mechanisms leading to declines of fitness at the population scale,
i.e. demographic Allee effects. It especially focuses on the consequences of such
properties in predator populations, and investigates their repercussions in a biological control context. A modelling framework able to account for reproductive and/or
foraging component Allee effects is proposed. From this, four models of augmentative biological control, corresponding to the periodic introduction of natural enemies,
have been investigated. This is done using semi-discrete models: ordinary differential
equations are used to depict predator-prey dynamics and a discrete equation describes
the abrupt augmentation of predators at periodic intervals.
In that context, stability of a prey-free solution corresponding to pest eradication has been analyzed. It has been found that rare but large introductions should be
preferred over frequent and small ones, when Allee effects influence predator populations. In particular, the occurence of foraging, rather than reproducing, Allee effects
significantly hinders pest eradication. Cases where the pest-free solution is locally,
but not globally, stable were also observed and were shown to be favoured by the
occurence of reproductive Allee effects among predators.
Keywords Predator-prey models · positive density dependence · impulsive
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1 Introduction
Crop pests are organisms that have harmful impacts on cultivated plants. Pests generate damages to agricultural crops by feeding on (herbivores), parasiting (pathogens)
or competing (weeds) with crops. The presence of such organisms generally leads to
crop losses (Oerke, 2006). A simple and quite effective way to regulate these harmful organisms is to use chemical pesticides, a method which is massively used for
crop protection worldwide (Pimentel et al, 1992; Wilson and Tisdell, 2001). However, such chemical control can negatively impact crops as well as ecosystems surrounding them. Pesticides indeed affect every living organism in contact with them
(Pimentel and Edwards, 1982; McLaughlin and Mineau, 1995). Such methods also
have harmful impacts on farmers and consumers health (Bolognesi and Morasso,
2000). Fortunately, alternative controls exist to reduce or prevent damages caused by
pest populations: cultural control which changes cropping habits such as polyculture
or crop rotation, physical pest control with barriers or traps for example, mechanical
pest control by using handpicking or weeding or biological control, which relies on
the use of natural enemies such as predators, parasitoids or parasites so as to reduce
or suppress the targeted harmful organism (DeBach and Rosen, 1991).
There exist three main biological control methods: (i) conservation biological
control which consists in improving the environment for local natural enemies, (ii)
classical biological control which is based on the introduction of a new enemy when
it is not native of the region or has been removed previously and (iii) augmentation
biological control which relies on repeated releases of mass-reared natural enemies.
In the latter case, natural enemies can be released inoculatively, using periodical introductions to exert long-term regulation of the pest or inundatively,meaning that
a mass amount of enemies are released at each introduction in order to kill pests
quickly (Lacey et al, 2001). Such techniques are extensively used in greenhouse pest
control programs (Van Lenteren, 2000; Collier and Steenwyk, 2004). For instance,
parasitoids of the genus Trichogramma are used in this way to control arthropods
(Van Lenteren, 2000).
The difficulty of augmentative biological control is to identify how many and
how frequently natural enemies should be introduced to achieve pest eradication. In
invasion and conservation biology, the combination of the frequency of introductions
and the number of individual introduced each time is called propagule pressure or
introduction effort (Simberloff, 2009). It concerns both human-mediated and natural
invasions. Propagule pressure takes into account two components: the propagule size
(number of released individuals), and the propagule number (number or frequency of
introduction events (Wittmann et al, 2014)). Studying how the components of propagule pressure influence population establishment and/or the services they provide, e.g.
biological control, is an important challenge of both experimental and theoretical research on introduced populations (Simberloff, 2009; Wittmann et al, 2014). From the
latter point of view, the presence of repeated introductions of individuals sets a scene
where continuous-time population dynamics are disrupted by jumps in the introduced
population density. To handle this, a classical approach is to use semi-discrete models which combine ordinary differential equations to depict population dynamics with
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discrete-time difference equations to describe introductions (Mailleret and Lemesle,
2009).
To improve augmentative biological control, it is also important to better understand inter- and intra-specific interactions that occur once predators have been released into the targeted area. For instance, negative density dependence such as competition among predators have been studied in augmentative biological control. Modeling studies recommended to rather inoculate predators frequently in small quantity
than to inundate the area (Nundloll et al, 2010b,a). Another form of intra-specific
interactions is positive density dependence of the growth rate of the population, i.e.
Allee effects. This phenomenom has been first described by W.C. Allee who showed
that cooperation between individuals does lead to positive density dependence (Allee,
1949). (Stephens and Sutherland, 1999) classifies Allee effects as ’component’ and
’demographic’ Allee effects. A component Allee effect is defined as a positive relationship between one component of individual fitness and population size or density.
A demographic Allee effect refers to a positive relationship between the mean fitness
of the population, i.e. its per capita growth rate, and population size or density.
Various mechanisms generate component Allee effects which may, or may not,
lead to demographic Allee effects (Courchamp et al, 2008). Mechanisms linked to
reproduction are reported, such as the mate-finding Allee effect which is the difficulty to find mates when populations are small (Gascoigne et al, 2009; Boukal and
Berec, 2009). Cooperative breeding makes it difficult for a social population to breed
offspring at low population size (Courchamp and Macdonald, 2001). There are also
mechanisms related to survival such as cooperative anti-predator behavior or alterations of the foraging efficiency resulting from the difficulty to locate or capture resources when the population is small (Courchamp et al, 2008; Berec et al, 2007).
Although the importance of Allee effects for population management is increasingly recognized (Derederec and Courchamp, 2007; Liebhold and Tobin, 2008), theoretical investigations of the consequences of Allee effects among predator populations remain quite rare (Bazykin, 1998; Zhou et al, 2005; Verdy, 2010; Terry, 2015).
This observation is also valid for the broader category of ”biological control agents”
and theory on the influence of Allee effects in the natural enemies on the success of
biological control is scarce (but see (Bompard et al, 2013)). Yet, component Allee
effects have been reported on diverse parasitoid or predator species that can serve
as biological control agents. This is for instance the case of the parasitoid Aphelinus asychis (Walker) which is used against Diuraphis noxia (Mordvilko) (Fauvergue
and Hopper, 2009). On the conservation biological control side, the barn swallow
Hirundo rustica, is an insectivore bird subject to sexual selection that can lead to demographic Allee effects (Møller and Legendre, 2001; Møller and Gregersen, 1994).
In the present work, we provide a set of models generalizing those proposed by
(Verdy, 2010) using generic functions to represent predator-prey dynamics. The different models we propose will take into account different component Allee effects
among the predator population as well as their combination. These models will then
serve to examine the efficacy of augmentative biological control strategies and determine those ensuring pest eradication despite the positive density dependence. The
respective impacts of the different component Allee effects that are considered will
be discussed.
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2 One model to rule them all
2.1 Predator-prey interactions
A common framework to represent pest (prey) - natural enemies (predators) interactions is to use a system of two ODEs: the first one describes the prey dynamics and
the other one models predator dynamics:
(

ẋ = f (x) − g(x)y,
ẏ = h(g(x))y − d(g(x))y,

(1)

with x and y the prey and predator density, respectively. Intrinsic prey growth is modeled with function f (.) and g(.) and h(.) the functional and numerical responses of
the predator, respectively. Although the proportionality between the functional and
numerical response of the predator is a widespread assumption, there are numerous
situations in which prey captures do not translate directly in predator births. This assumption is replaced by the less strict one that the functional response simply depends
on prey captures per predator, i.e. the functional response. This is taken into account
through the form h(g(x)) of the numerical response. Predator death rate is modeled
through function d(.).
Classical assumptions are proposed for these functions: in absence of individuals, prey growth can not take place ( f (0) = 0) and as prey invade, their population
increases ( f 0 (0) > 0).
Without prey, prey uptake by predators can not occur (g(0) = 0), but it becomes
immediately positive as prey are present (g0 (0) > 0 and ∀x > 0, g(x) > 0). The ratio
of pest growth
response is supposed upper-bounded for x ≥ 0, by S such

 to functional
f (x)
that S = sup g(x) ; it means that pest growth can not overwhelm predation, i.e. that
x>0

when predators are sufficiently numerous they can suppress the prey population.
The numerical response is assumed to be increasing in prey captures, with the
additional property that the absence of prey captures prevents births (h(0) = 0).
Following (Terry, 2014b), it is assumed that the predator mortality rate may be
affected by the number of prey captures per predator g(x) since starving predators
may indeed be more prone to death; this is accounted for through the formulation
d(g(x)), with d(.) a non-increasing function of its argument.
In absence of prey, the mortality rate is maximum, its value is d(0) = d0 .

2.2 Component Allee effects
Model (1) does not describe intraspecific interactions in the predator population, although natural enemies may be subject to many of them. For instance, natural enemies may undergo Allee effects due to different causes. In this contribution, we
studied the influence of two component Allee effects and their interaction: (i) one
linked to reproductive mechanisms and (ii) the other linked to a decrease in foraging
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Function
f (x)

Hypothesis
f (0) = 0 and f 0 (0) > 0

g(x)
f (x)
g(x)

g(0) = 0, g0 (0) > 0 and ∀x > 0, g(x) > 0


f (x)
upper bounded, with S = sup g(x)

h(z)

h(0) = 0 and ∀z > 0, h(z) > 0 and h0 (z) > 0, ∀z > 0

d(z)

d(0) = d0 , d(z) > 0 and d 0 (z) 6 0, ∀z > 0

q f (y)

q f (0) = q f0 , q f (y) ∈ [0, 1], q0f (y) ≥ 0 and lim qi (y) = 1

qr (y)

same hypotheses as q f (y)
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x>0

y→+∞

Table 1 Summary of hypotheses on the functions involved in the models. All functions are assumed to be
of class C 1 on R∗+ .

efficiency at low population sizes (Table 2.1 in (Courchamp et al, 2008) lists mechanisms responsible for Allee effects). The latter component Allee effect can actually
impact both predator reproduction and predator survival.
The dependency of predators foraging in predator density (mechanism (ii)) requires to modify the formulation of the functional response in model (1). It was simply done by modulating g(x) by a function q f (y), which is non-decreasing in y. The
model becomes:
(
ẋ = f (x) − g(x)q f (y)y,
(2)
ẏ = h(g(x)q f (y))y − d(g(x)q f (y))y.
Predators foraging efficiency is at its lower value when there is no predator: q f (0) =
q f0 . Note that q f0 is between 0 and 1. When the predator population grows large,
the component Allee effect vanishes so that lim q f (y) = 1. Overall, smaller q f0
y→+∞

correspond to stronger Allee effects.
Strictly reproductive Allee effects (mechanism (i)) only appears in predator birth
rates. Similarly to what has been done for the foraging mechanism, a function qr (y)
is introduced to modulate the numerical response:
(
ẋ = f (x) − g(x)y,
(3)
ẏ = h(g(x))qr (y)y − d(g(x))y.
Function qr (y) has the very same mathematical form as q f (y).
Predator populations can be subject to one or the other component Allee effects,
but also to both of them (Berec et al, 2007). The corresponding model reads:
(
ẋ = f (x) − g(x)q f (y)y,
(4)
ẏ = h(g(x)q f (y))qr (y)y − d(g(x)q f (y))y.
The latter expression actually encompasses models (1), (2) and (3) when one or both
of q f (y) and qr (y) are equal to 1 for all y. In this case, the corresponding component
Allee effect simply does not occur. Since it is the more general, we will conduct our
theoretical investigations on the basis of model (4).
Table 1 synthesizes the assumptions made on the different functions involved in
the models. When these functions are specified, e.g. logistic prey growth, Holling II
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functional and numerical responses, constant death rate, the models reduce to classical continuous-time predator-prey models (Rosenzweig and MacArthur, 1963) and
to their Allee effect variants when q f (y) and/or qr (y) are different from 1 (Bazykin,
1998; Zhou et al, 2005; Verdy, 2010; Terry, 2015).
2.3 Augmentative biological control
The representation of a biological control in which predators are periodically released
can also be described by hybrid systems (Mailleret and Lemesle, 2009). We also
formulate the general predator-prey interactions using systems as (4) and the periodic
releases described by a discrete equation.
Augmentative biological control is classically modeled using a periodic discrete
time equation to depict predator introductions that imply sudden increases in their
population (Lu et al, 2003). The following equation accounts for such a variation
(Mailleret and Lemesle, 2009; Mailleret and Grognard, 2009):
y(nT + ) = y(nT ) + µT, n ∈ N,

(5)

denoting nT + the time right after nT . In this model, a quantity µT of predators is
introduced at each time nT . Parameter µ denotes the rate of introduction rate of
predators into the targeted domain, i.e. the number of introduced predators per unit
time, and T the period of introduction. This model of predator introductions allows
to consider a gradient of predator release strategies with a given µ, from small and
frequent natural enemies introductions to large but rare ones.
Combining equations (4) and (5), the complete augmentative biological control
model reads ∀n ∈ N:


 ẋ = f (x) − g(x)q f (y)y,
, t 6= nT,
ẏ = h(g(x)q f (y))qr (y)y − d(g(x)q f (y))y,
(6)

y(nT + ) = y(nT ) + µT.
3 Stability of the pest-free solution
In this section, we study the existence of a T -periodic, pest-free, stationary solution
for Model (6); the conditions for its local stability are also investigated.
3.1 Existence of a pest-free stationary solution
Proposition 1 Under Hypotheses of Table 1, Model (6) admits a pest-free solution:
(x p (t), y p (t)) = (0, y∗ e−d0 (t
with
µT
,
1 − e−d0 T
which is a T -periodic solution of system (6).
y∗ =

mod T )

),

(7)
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After noticing that when x = 0, predator dynamics reduce to
ẏ = h(g(0)q f (y))qr (y)y − d(g(0)q f (y))y = −d0 y,
Proposition 1 follows from standard arguments, see e.g. (Mailleret and Grognard,
2009).
Note that the solution is the same for all variations of the model because the
reasoning does not depend on q f (.) and qr (.).

3.2 Stability of the pest-free solution
In this section we look for the conditions under which the pest-free solution (7) is
stable, i.e. under what conditions predators can efficiently suppress pests.
Theorem 2 Pest-free solution (7) is Locally Asymptotically Stable (LAS) for Model
(6) if and only if
ZT

ΨLAS (T, µ) =

q f (y p (τ))y p (τ)dτ −

f 0 (0)
T > 0.
g0 (0)

(8)

0

Moreover, if
ZT

ΨGAS (T, µ) =

q f (y p (τ))y p (τ)dτ − ST > 0

(9)

0

then solution (7) is Globaly Asymptotically Stable (GAS).
Proof Uniqueness of solution (6) is obvious since all functions are C 1 and the jumps
are state independent. Hence, non-negativity of solutions is ensured since ẋ = 0 when
x = 0, ẏ = 0 when y = 0 and y(nT + ) > y(nT ) > 0.
To obtain the global stability conditions of the pest-free solution, both the local
stability condition and a sufficient global attractivity condition are computed.
System (4) is first written in deviation coordinates (e
x(t), ye(t)) which is the difference between a general solution noted (x(t), y(t)) and the periodic pest-free solution
(x p (t), y p (t)):
(
xe(t) = x(t) − x p (t) = x(t),
ye(t) = y(t) − y p (t).
System (4) becomes then
(
˙ = f (e
xe
x) − g(e
x)q f (y p + ye)(y p + ye),


˙ = h g(e
ye
x)q f (y p + ye) qr (e
y + y p )(y p + ye) − d g(e
x)q f (y p + ye) (y p + ye) + d0 y p ,
(10)
where the impulsive component disappears since ye(nT + ) = y(nT ) + µT − y p (nT ) −
µT = ye(nT ).
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To obtain the attractivity condititions, the convergence of deviation coordinates
to zero is first demonstrated. We divide the pest dynamics by g(e
x(t)):
˙
xe
f (e
x)
=
− q f (y p + ye)(y p + ye),
g(e
x) g(e
x)
and we integrate over state and time domains the left- and right-hand terms, respectively:
Z xe(t)
de
x
xe(t0 )

Z t

g(e
x)

=
t0


f (e
x(τ))
− q f (y p (τ) + ye(τ)) (y p (τ) + ye(τ)) dτ.
g(e
x(τ))

(11)

Since ∀e
x > 0, g(e
x) > 0, and g(e
x) ≈ g0 (0)x with g0 (0) > 0 for small values of x̃, the left
side of the latter equation goes to −∞ if and only if xe(t) converges to zero (because
xe(t0 ) > xe(t) in this case). Then, xe(t) converges to zero for t → +∞ if and only if the
right-hand side of (11) goes to −∞.
Considering now the ye dynamics in equation (10), assumptions on function d(.)
(Table 1) imply that −d(g(x)q f (y)) > −d0 , so that:

˙ > h g(e
x)q f (y p + ye) qr (y p + ye)(y p + ye) − d0 ye > −d0 ye.
ye
Thus ∀t ≥ 0, ye(t) > ye0 e−d0 (t−t0 ) . Moreover, ye(t) > −y p (t) because y = ye+ y p remains
non-negative. Thus ye > − max y p (t) = −y∗ , so that ye0 > −y∗ and:
ye(t) > −y∗ e−d0 (t−t0 ) .

(12)

Thus, ∀ε > 0 there exists a time t f such that ∀t > t f :
ye(t) > −ε.

(13)

For t large enough, we split the right hand side of equation (11) in three integrals
of the same integrand 1 :
Z (b t f c+1)T
T
t0

+

Z b t cT
T
t

!

Z t

(b Tf c+1)T

+

b Tt cT


f (e
x(τ))
− q f (y p (τ) + ye(τ)) (y p (τ) + ye(τ)) dτ.
g(e
x(τ))

In this equation, the sum of the first and third integral are upper bounded since
t
[t0 , (b Tf c+1)T ] and [b Tt cT,t] have finite length and f (.)/g(.) is upper bounded (Table
1).
1

The following notation has been used to split an integral into 3 integrals:
Z t

F(τ)dτ =
t0

Z t1
t0

F(τ)dτ +

Z t2
t1

Z t

F(τ)dτ +

Z
F(τ)dτ =

t2

t1

t0

+

Z t2
t1

Z t

+

F(τ)dτ
t2
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The second integral is such that:
bZTt cT
t




f (e
x(τ))
− q f (y p (τ) + ye(τ))(y p (τ) + ye(τ)) dτ
g(e
x(τ))

(b Tf c+1)T
bZTt cT



S − q f (y p (τ) + ye(τ))(y p (τ) + ye(τ)) dτ,

6
t

(b Tf c+1)T
b Tt c−1

6

(n+1)T
Z

∑
t



S − q f (y p (τ) − ε)(y p (τ) − ε) dτ,

n=b Tf c+1 nT

Z T 
 t

tf
= b c−b c−1
S − q f (y p (τ) − ε)(y p (τ) − ε) dτ.
T
T
0
The first inequation comes from the upper boundedness of f (.)/g(.). The second is
due to (13) combined with the fact that q f (y)y is increasing in y (Table 1). The third
equality stemsfrom the T -periodicity
of y p (t) (Proposition 1).

t

The term b Tt c − b Tf c − 1 is positive and goes to +∞. If it is multiplied by
some negative constant, the right-hand term of (11) goes to −∞ as t → ∞. Thus xe(t)
converges to zero if there exists ε > 0 such that:
ST −

Z T
0

q f (y p (τ) − ε)(y p (τ) − ε)dτ < 0.

(14)

The latter equation, is a small perturbation of (9). Thus, provided condition (9) holds,
there exists ε > 0 such that (14) is satisfied and x(t) asymptotically converges to
x p (t) = 0. Therefore (9) is a sufficient condition for the convergence of x(t) to 0.
Regarding the convergence of y(t) to y p (t) when (9) holds, we first come back
to the second equation of (10). The case where ye(0) > 0 is first considered. Since
˙ (e
ye
y = 0) > 0, ye can not take negative values. Since (9) holds, xe converges to zero with
time, then h(g(e
x)q f (y p + ye)) , which is smaller than h(g(e
x)), tends to zero too. By
the same token, d(g(e
x)q f (y p + ye)) converges to d0 : it means that d(g(e
x)q f (y p + ye))
becomes larger or equal to d0 /2 for t sufficiently large since d(.) is non increasing.
Thus,



˙ = h(g(e
ye
x)q f (y p + ye))qr (y p + ye) − d g(e
x)q f (y p + ye) + d0 y p


+ h(g(e
x)q f (y p + ye))qr (y p + ye) − d g(e
x)q f (y p + ye) ye,



d0
6 h(g(e
x)q f (y p + ye))qr (y p + ye) − d g(e
x)q f (y p + ye) + d0 y p − ye.
2
and ye goes to zero for large values of t when (9) holds since the first term of the
right-hand side goes to zero and ye is non negative.
For a negative value of ye(0), either ye becomes positive at some t > 0 and the
previous reasoning applies, or it does not and equation (12) proves that ye converges
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to zero. Thus we have proved that the pest-free solution is globally attractive under
condition (9).
Concerning the local stability of solution (7), system (10) is first linearized around
the pest-free solution (Khalil and Grizzle, 2002). This yields in matrix form:
  
 
˙
xe
f 0 (0) − g0 (0)q f (y p )y p
0
xe
=
.
(15)
˙
ye
(h0 (0)q f (y p ) − d 0 (0))g0 (0))q f (y p )y p −d0
ye
This allows to compute the post-release mapping of the linearized model
 
 
xe
xe
+
(nT + )
((n + 1)T ) = B
ye
ye

(16)

with B the monodromy matrix (Floquet, 1883; Lakshmikantham et al, 1989) such that


e
B=


+
(n+1)T
R
nT +



( f 0 (0)−g0 (0)q f (y p )y p )dτ

0

−d0

···

e



.
+
(n+1)T
R

dτ

(17)

nT +

The matrix being lower triangular, the bottom-left term does not influence the local
stability analysis and is left unspecified. The Floquet’s characteristic multipliers are
the eigenvalues of this matrix and to obtain the local stability of the pest-free solution,
these terms must be smaller than 1 (Floquet, 1883). Note that since the two integrands
are T -periodic because y p (τ) is, we can then set n = 0. The second eigenvalue being
always smaller than 1, local stability condition of the pest free solution is achieved if
and only if the following inequality holds:
f 0 (0)
T−
g0 (0)

Z T+
0

q f (y p (τ))y p (τ)dτ < 0,

which is actually (8). The
between the latter inequality and condition (9)
 difference

0 (0)
0 (0)
f (x)
f (x)
lies in the terms S = sup g(x)
and gf 0 (0)
. However, lim g(x)
= gf 0 (0)
due to l’Hospital
x→0

x>0

f 0 (0)
g0 (0)

rule so that
6 S. The global attractivity condition is stronger than the local stability condition so that it is the global stability condition for the pest-free solution.
t
u
Note that Theorem 2, built on model (6) can be used with models derived from
(2), (3) and (1) by setting q f and/or qr to the constant function qi (y) = 1, for i = f
and / or r. For model (2), where only foraging efficiency is affected, it is obvious
that we obtain exactly the same conditions for both local and global stability of the
pest-free solution as for (6), since only q f (and not qr ) impacts conditions (8) and (9).
Concerning Models without the foraging efficiency component Allee effect (3) and
(1), conditions (8) and (9) simplify, respectively into:
µ > d0

f 0 (0)
,
g0 (0)

(18)
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and
µ > d0 S.

(19)

Note that (18) and (19) where already given in (Mailleret and Grognard, 2009) for
models without Allee effects. We show that they are also valid for the reproductive
component Allee effect models. It is worth noticing that conditions (18) and (19) are
independent on the release period T , contrary to (8) and (9). They only depend on the
introduction rate µ which has to be large enough to obtain stability. These results are
summarized in Table 3.
Since the predators can not disappear due to their periodical releases, this is actually the extinction of the pests that is of interest for the stability conditions. The pest
loss depends directly on how efficient the predation is, which is greatly influenced
by the foraging Allee effects. Actually, LAS condition (8) can be seen as a balance
condition for the pest class in the vicinity of the pest-free solution over the T -time
interval, as deduced from (15). GAS condition (9) states the fact that cumulated pest
loss due to predation exceeds pest growth over the T -time interval anywhere in the
domain, as can be seen from the link between (11) and (14) (Zhang et al, 2008; Terry,
2014b).
GAS condition (8) leads the pest population to eradication by forcing the pests
to be fewer after each introduction, say x((n + 1)T + ) < x(nT + ), for n ∈ N. Another
intuitive condition should be that the pest population decreases when it interacts with
predators, that is ẋ < 0, after some time. Such approach is investigated in what follows.
Corollary 1 If the condition
q f (y p (T ))y p (T ) > S

(20)

holds, then the pest-free solution is GAS and there exists a time tc > 0 after which
ẋ < 0 for all t > tc .
Moreover, if y(0) > y p (0), then tc = 0.
Proof Since the function q f (y)y is non-decreasing and y p (t) is decreasing over (0, T ],
it is clear that
Z
T

0

q f (y p (τ))y p (τ)dτ > q f (y p (T ))y p (T )T.

Hence, condition (20) will hold provided that q f (y p (T ))y p (T )T > ST , which is equivalent to (9). Condition (20) then ensures GAS.
We now investigate the sign of the pest dynamics which can be upper-bounded as
follows:

ẋ 6 g(x) S − q f (y)y .
Also, since y(t) converges to y p (t), q f (y(t))y(t) converges to q f (y p (t))y p (t). Hence,
for all ε > 0, there exists a time tc such that for all times t > tc :
q f (y(t))y(t) + ε > q f (y p (t))y p (t).

(21)
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By choosing ε = q f (y p (T ))y p (T ) − S > 0, we have that
q f (y(t))y(t) + q f (y p (T ))y p (T ) − S > q f (y p (t))y p (t),
after the corresponding tc , leading to
S − q f (y(t))y(t) < q f (y p (T ))y p (T ) − q f (y p (t))y p (t) 6 0,
for all t > tc because q f (y)y is non-decreasing and y p (t) has its minimum in T . Thus,
we have that

ẋ < g(x) q f (y p (T ))y p (T ) − q f (y p (t))y p (t) ,
(22)
and ẋ < 0 because y p (T ) is the minimum of y p (t) for all times and q f (y)y is nondecreasing.
Moreover, using the reasoning from the proof of Theorem 2 saying that ỹ stays
non-negative if its initial value ỹ(0) is non-negative (After Equation (14)), we know
that if y(0) > y p (0), y(t) > y p (t) for all times t > 0. This leads directly to the satisfaction of (21) for all times and all ε > 0. Hence, ẋ < 0 for all t > 0.
t
u
Condition (20) can be written
µ>

ed0 T − 1 −1
Q f (S)
T

(23)

in which Q−1
f (y) is the inverse function of q f (y)y. The threshold value of µ, the
right-hand side, is then increasing with respect to the period T .
Going back to condition (9), it is a sufficient condition to ensure pest eradication.
In what follows, we investigate deeper the domain for which we have local stability
and no global stability. Although the reproductive component Allee effect does not
impact the stability conditions, results in the next section reveals how such a mechanism can affect the Non Global Stability, which is defined in the next part.

3.3 When the pest-free solution is LAS but not GAS
0

(0)
, LAS and GAS conditions are equivalent. Otherwise there can be
When S = gf 0 (0)
situations where the pest-free solution is LAS and not GAS (Terry, 2014a). In such
situations, we will evidence that the reproductive component Allee effect does have
an impact on the global attractivity of the pest-free solution. This was not apparent in
conditions (8) and (9).
To go further, we had to assume the quite natural hypothesis that the predator
functional response is upper bounded by some gm > 0 when time is large enough.
This can directly come from the boundedness of the functional response itself (first
line of hypothesis in Table 2), which is most of the time the case except for linearlike functional responses. Otherwise, this can also stem from a logistic-like growth
of the prey, imposing negative prey growth for large prey density, which imply that
when the time is large enough, prey density is upper bounded, and so is the functional
response (second line of hypothesis in Table 2). Without loss of generality, we will
suppose that g(x(t)) < gm , ∀t ≥ 0 in what follows.

Augmentative biocontrol when natural enemies are subject to Allee effects
Function
g(x)

Hypothesis
∃gm > 0 such that g(x) 6 gm for all x > 0

f (x)

∃K such that f (x) < 0 for x > K
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Table 2 Additional hypotheses either on function f (.) or on function g(.) for the non global stability study.
Both hypotheses imply that the predator functional response is upper bounded by some gm > 0 when time
is large enough.

When the pest-free solution is LAS but not GAS, we refer to Non Global Stability
(NGS). The following technical lemma defines a function which exists when LAS
condition (8) is satisfied:
Lemma 3 There exists a function Φ(.) such that
ΨLAS (T, µ) > 0 ⇔ µ > Φ(T ).

(24)

Proof When t is fixed, y p (t) is strictly increasing in µ; so is q f (y p (t))y p (t) so that
ΨLAS (T, µ) is also strictly increasing in µ. ΨLAS (.) is a continuously differentiable
function on R∗+ ×R+ , and its derivative with respect to µ is strictly positive. Using the
implicit function theorem one can show that there exists a continuously differentiable
function Φ(.) such that:
ΨLAS (T, µ) = 0 ⇔ Φ(T ) = µ.
As ΨLAS (.) is increasing with µ, the LAS condition of the pest-free solution (8)
can be rewritten as:
µ > Φ(T ).
(25)
t
u
The NGS condition is then:
Theorem 4 If d(gm ) − h(gm ) > 0 and function Φ(.) defined in Lemma 3 satisfies
Φ(T ) <

 

1
inf y 1 − e−θ (y)T
T y>yS

(26)

with yS such that q f (yS )yS = S, and
θ (y) = d(gm q f (y)) − h(gm q f (y))qr (y),
then there exist values of µ such that pest-free solution is LAS but not GAS.
Proof Under the assumption that the pest-free solution is LAS, the proof is based on
the idea of finding sufficient parametric conditions such that there exists a prey level
x = xc 6 x(0) implying ẋ > 0 for all possible values of y. This would then prevent
convergence of x to zero for initial conditions with x(0) > xc .
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Suppose first that the predator population is upper bounded over time by a positive
constant ym (this bound will be explicited later in the proof). The pest dynamics would
be lower bounded by:


f (x)
− q f (ym )ym ,
(27)
ẋ > g(x)
g(x)
so that from here, it would be sufficient to have
S > q f (ym )ym ,

(28)

f (xc )
> q f (ym )ym . As q f (y)y is increasing
to ensure that there would exist xc such that g(x
c)
in y, the smaller ym is, the greater the set of x satisfying ẋ > 0 would be. The key of
the proof is thus to find such (small) ym .
Arguably, the smallest ym can be found from the trajectories initiated with the
smallest predator population density: y(0) = 0. The computation of ym is based on a
recursive definition of a sequence (ymi )i∈N of upper bounds of y(t) initiated at y(0) =
0. In absence of any further information, the sequence is initiated at ym0 = +∞.
Assume that y(t) < ymi for some i ∈ N and that d(gm ) − h(gm ) > 0. Using the
hypotheses on the variation of functions qi (.), h(.) and d(.) (Table 1) together with
the boundedness of g(.) (Table 2), one gets that

ẏ 6 −θ (ymi )y,

(29)

with θ (ymi ) = d(gm q f (ymi )) − h(gm q f (ymi ))qr (ymi ) > d(gm ) − h(gm ) > 0, because
q f (.) and qr (.) are smaller than 1.
Inequation (29) is a linear autonomous differential inequation in dimension 1.
Classical results on impulsive differential inequations (Lakshmikantham et al, 1989)
imply that the trajectory y(t) of the original model with y(0) = 0 is upper-bounded
by the solution of the following system


 ẏi = −θ (ymi )yi , for t 6= nT,
(30)
yi (nT + ) = yi (nT ) + µT,


yi (0) = y(0) = 0.
The solution is such that yi ((n + 1)T + ) = yi (nT + )e−θ (ymi )T + µT . The sequence
(yi (nT + ))n∈N is non-decreasing from yi (0+ ) = y(0) + µT . Since θ (ymi ) > 0, the sequence (yi (nT + ))n∈N converges to the fixed point
µT
1 − e−θ (ymi )T

= W (ymi ).

Since yi (t) 6 yi (nT + ), ∀t ∈ (nT + , (n+1)T ] and ∀n ∈ N, it is clear that yi (t) 6 W (ymi ),
∀t > 0. Thus W (ymi ) is also an upper bound of y(t) initiated at y(0) = 0, and we can
use it as a basis for the definition of the sequence (ymi )i∈N :
ymi+1 = W (ymi ).

(31)
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The remaining part of the proof relies on the study of the sequence defined by (31) in
order to obtain the best possible upper bound for y(t).
One first notes that W (0) = 1−eµT
−θ (0)T > 0, and that lim W (z) = W (ym0 ) = ym1
z→+∞

is finite because lim θ (z) = θ (ym0 ) = d(gm ) − h(gm ) > 0. Thus W (.) must have at
z→+∞

least one fixed point between 0 and +∞. These fixed points are necessarily smaller
than ym1 since the latter is the supremum of W (.) on R+ .
Let us denote y∗m the largest fixed point. Then ∀z ∈ (y∗m , +∞), W (z) ∈ (y∗m , ym1 ), so
that, W (.) being non-decreasing, any sequence (31) initiated above y∗m monotonically
converge to y∗m . In particular this is the case of the sequence considered here since
ym0 = +∞ and y∗m is the infimum of the sequence. Thus, y∗m is the smallest upper
bound of y(t) that can be obtained from (31).
For initial conditions to exist such that the corresponding trajectory do not converge to the pest free solution, i.e. that the pest free solution is not GAS, it then
suffices that (28) holds for ym = y∗m . y∗m is defined as the largest solution of y = W (y)
and one has the property that for all y > y∗m , W (y) < y.
Remembering that q f (y)y is increasing in y we define yS such that q f (yS )yS = S.
Then, if
∀y > yS , W (y) < y,
(32)
∗
∗
one can conclude that yS is larger or equal to ym , i.e. that (28) holds with y = ym . From
the definition of W (.), condition (32) is equivalent to have µ < T1 (1 − e−θ (y)T )y for
all y > yS , so that a NGS condition is:


1
µ < inf (1 − e−θ (y)T )y .
T y>yS
Combining this with the LAS condition (8), obtained in Lemma 3, the pest-free
solution is LAS and not GAS if

 
1
Φ(T ) < µ < inf
1 − e−θ (y)T y ,
(33)
T y>yS
which concludes the proof.
t
u
The condition d(gm ) − h(gm ) > 0 can be interpreted as: in absence of releases, the
predator class is decreasing even if the population of prey is at its maximum level,
which is a priori a friendly condition for predator to increase. This first consideration
then leads to the pest increase at all times. In other words, forbidding the predator
population to be too large prevent the prey population to be too small.
The NGS condition (26) is actually easier to satisfy when the predator population
is subject one or the other component Allee effect, and even more whent it is to both
of them. Indeed, because q f (.) and qr (.) are non-decreasing and between 0 and 1, and
that d(.) and h(.) are respectively non-increasing and non-decreasing, θ (y) is larger
when Allee effects come into play. Therefore, the right hand side of (26) is larger,
making more room for finding µ satisfying (33), i.e. for the pest free solution to be
LAS but not GAS.
A direct consequence is also that, in contrast with the local and global stability
conditions, the NGS condition (26) is influenced by the reproductive Allee effect.
The model is more prone to having the pest free solution LAS but not GAS when the
predator population is subject to such mechanism.
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Model

Foraging and double
Allee effect

Stability

Condition

LAS

g0 (0) R T
0
T

GAS

g0 (0) R T
0
T

NGS

1
T y>y
S

q f (y p (τ))y p (τ)dτ − f 0 (0) > 0

q f (y p (τ))y p (τ)dτ − Sg0 (0) > 0

 
inf
1 − e−θ (y)T y − µ < 0

θ (y) = d(gm q f (y) − h(gm q f (y)qr (y)

Reproductive Allee
effect

0

LAS

(0)
µ − d0 gf 0 (0)
>0

GAS

µ − d0 S > 0

 
1
1 − e−θ (y)T y − µ < 0
T inf

NGS

y>yS

θ (y) = d(gm ) − h(gm )qr (y)
Table 3 Summary of stability conditions for models (6) and this derived from (3). Models derived from
(2) and (1) are not presented here since stability conditions are similar to those from models (6) and (3):
the function qr is then equal to 1 in NGS conditions. Note also that LAS condition needs to be satisfied for
NGS conditions.

4 Numerical simulations
In this section, we illustrate the results obtained in Section 3. We first introduce direct
analytical expressions inspired by literature for prey growth, functional and numerical
responses, predator mortality and foraging and reproductive Allee effects. We then
evaluate the stability conditions for these specific models and compare the different
conditions for a given parameter set. Finally we show some simulations of the efficacy
of pest suppression in different scenarios.
4.1 Model examples
To illustrate inter- and intra- specific functions involved in the model, we first provide
a model in which both component Allee effects affect the predator population, as in
(4):
!


b0

x
x
y

a


y,
 ẋ = rx 1 − K − x + x
y+αf
h
(34)






y
y
b0 x

 ẏ =
y − d0 y.
x + xh
y+αf
y + αr
With these expressions, pest growth f (x) is logistic with r, the maximum growth rate
and K, the carrying capacity. The function g(x) is of Holling type II (Holling, 1959):
g(x) = ba0 x/(x + xh ) with b0 the predator uptake efficiency, a the assimilation efficiency and xh the half-saturation prey density. The captured-prey dependent numerical response is assumed linear such that h(g(x)q f (y)) = ag(x)q f (y). The predator
mortality rate is assumed constant: d(.) = d0 . Functions describing Allee effects are
defined following (Zhou et al, 2005; Bazykin, 1998; Verdy, 2010):
q f (y) =

y
y+αf
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y
,
y + αr

in which parameters α f and αr represent, respectively, the strength of foraging efficiency and reproductive Allee effects.
When α f and/or αr are equal to 0, the corresponding component Allee effect vanishes and one gets instances of the other models (2), (3) and (1). When αr = 0 and
α f > 0, then predators are only subject to the foraging efficiency Allee effect. Mathematically, (34) reduces to the first model studied in (Verdy, 2010) (equations (33)
and (34) in this article). If αr > 0 and α f = 0, then only a reproductive Allee effect
occurs in the predator population. This model is the second one studied in (Verdy,
2010) (equations (33) and (36)); it was also previously considered in (Bazykin, 1998)
and (Zhou et al, 2005). No Allee effect occurs when αr = 0 and α f = 0: this refers to
the Rosenzweig-MacArthur model (Rosenzweig and MacArthur, 1963).
The dynamics of the Rosenzweig MacArthur model and of the two single-Allee
effects models without impulses are well known (Bazykin, 1998; Zhou et al, 2005;
Verdy, 2010; Rosenzweig and MacArthur, 1963). Model (34) incorporating foraging
and reproductive component Allee effects is, to our knowledge, new. Yet, a rapid
study of its equilibria and their stability shows that it appears to have a behavior
qualitatively similar to the foraging Allee effect only model.
In what follows, we will refer to the impulsive model with only foraging efficiency Allee effect as the F-model, the one with only reproductive Allee effect as the
R-model and the one without Allee effect as the RMA-model. Model (34) will be
referred to as the RF-model.

4.2 Stability conditions
Stability conditions obtained in Theorem 2 have the following form for the RF-model:
ΨLAS (T, µ) =

 ∗ −d0 T

y e
+αf
αf
µ arxh
−
+
log
> 0,
d0
b0
d0 T
y∗ + α f

(35)

 ∗ −d0 T

y e
+αf
αf
µ
−S+
log
> 0,
d0
d0 T
y∗ + α f

(36)

ΨGAS (T, µ) =

where it should be noted that y∗ depends on µ as seen in Proposition 1, so that µ can
not easily be isolated. Note that, for both conditions to difer, and hence have a rich
h
behaviour to illustrate, it is necessary that S > arx
b0 . This requires K > xh and gives
ar
2
S = 4b0 K (K + xh ) .
Condition (20) obtained in Corollary 1 is
!
p
p

S + S2 + 4α f S
S + S2 + 4α f S
ed0 T − 1
µT
µ>
−
> 0,
(37)
2
T
2
ed0 T − 1
for positive values of T .
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We fix parameter values to: r = 7, K = 5.5, b0 = 1.8, a = 0.2, xh = 0.6, m = 3,
α f = 0 or 10 and αr = 0 or 10.These values
 will be used for all figures.
Using these parameters, y 1 − e−θ (y)T
(26) for y > yS is achieved for y = yS with

is increasing in y, then its infimum in

yS
yS
b0 K
,
θ (yS ) = m −
K + xh yS + α f yS + αr
p
S + S2 + 4Sα f
yS =
,
2

(38)

Remember that stability conditions for the other models can be obtained by setting parameters α f , αr or both to zero (yS is equal to S when α f = 0).
To illustrate the differences between the models, we first computed the areas of
the (T, µ) plane where the different stability conditions hold (Figure 1). We do not
plot the GAS conditions (37) since it does not bring new information: we know from
(20) that the threshold value of µ is increasing with respect to T . Moreover, this
threshold limit when T goes to zero is the same as the the limit of ΨGAS (T, µ) when
T goes to zero. In fact, the GAS condition (9) is obtained by making really the less
conservative assumptions on model functions while (20) needs really stringent restrictions.
Figure 1(a) shows the differences in the stability conditions between the RF- and
F-models: analytical conditions for local and global stability are the same since only
α f , influences the LAS (LAS curve) and GAS (GAS curve) conditions (2) and αr , the
only difference between the two models, does not come into play in these conditions.
We also represented the NGS conditions which are influenced by αr (RF- and F-NGS
curves). In addition, because the GAS conditions are only sufficient conditions, we
computed their numerical version which are likely more stringent (RF- and F-nGAS
curves). The nGAS curves where built by running the corresponding model in Matlab
(MATLAB, 2012) with [K, 0] as initial condition, which is deemed to be the initial
condition for which pest eradication is the hardest to achieve. We will consider that,
when convergence to the pest-free solution occurs, GAS is obtained (numerically,
we check for convergence at time t = 3000). Figure 1(b) makes the same type of
comparisons between the R-model and the RMA-model.
In both subfigures, the dark gray areas figure regions where numerical GAS of
the pest free solution is achieved for both models. In the area above the GAS curve,
all models satisfy the sufficient GAS condition. In the dark-gray-hatched region, numerical stability is only achieved for the models without reproductive Allee effect
(F-model in Figure 1(a) and the RMA-model in 1(b)). Light gray areas figure regions
where global stability is analytically shown not to be achieved, either because the
pest-free solution is not LAS (bottom region) or because the NGS condition (26) is
satisfied (top region). In the hatched region, the NGS condition is only satisfied for
the models with reproductive Allee effect (RF-model in Figure 1(a) and the R-model
in 1(b)). In white regions, we have not been able to show NGS analytically, but numerical simulations show that pest free solutions are not GAS. In both figures, the
NGS region is larger and numerical stability region smaller for the model with reproductive Allee effect than for the one without. Regarding the NGS condition, this is
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Fig. 1 Stability conditions of pest-free solution as functions of T (in logarithmic scale) and µ. The RFand F- models are compared in (a) while R- and RMA- models are studied in (b). The numerical stability
(see text) and NGS regions are represented by dark gray and light gray colors, respectively. In the top
dark gray area, both models are analytically GAS while in the bottom one, they are numerically stable.
In the dark gray hatched area, only the F-model and RMA-model are numerically stable in (a) and (b),
respectively. In the bottom light gray area, both models are unstable while in the top light gray area, they
are NGS. In the light gray hatched area, the F- (RMA-) and RF- (R-) models are LAS and NGS in (a) (in
(b)), respectively.

a direct consequence of the presence of the αr parameter in (38). This confirms that
reproductive Allee effects in the predator population makes pest eradication harder
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to achieve. Similarly, when comparing both figures, one notices that all curves are at
a higher µ-level in the presence of a foraging Allee effect (Figure 1(a)) than without
(Figure 1(b)). This shows that the foraging efficiency Allee effects also hinder pest
eradication.
Foraging efficiency Allee effects tend to have a much larger impact than reproductive Allee effect on pest eradication. Indeed, the vertical scale between the two
subfigures changes roughly while the difference between curves with and without
reproductive Allee effect is not very large. Note that in Figure 1(b), there exists an
area where the pest-free solution (7) is numerically stable for the RMA-model while
it is analytically not GAS for R-model. In this area, the probability of pest control
will be very low if predators are subject to a reproductive Allee effect but pest eradication will be ensured if no Allee effects occur among the predator population: the
efficacy of such a given strategy augmentative biological control strategy is entirely
determined by the presence or absence of one or more component Allee effects.
An instinctive result illustrated on Figure 1 is that increasing the predator introduction rate µ helps stability. This result is complemented by the observation that all
stability curves separating the regions are decreasing with period T which means that
stability is easier to obtain with larger periods. Taking a larger T means that we introduce more predators at each release but less frequently without investing more into
predators, which has the tendency to mitigate Allee effects. For instance, in Figure
1(a), taking µ = 8 and T = 0.2 sets us in the top light gray area: the pest-free solution (7) is analytically NGS for both models. However, using the same µ and T = 1,
solution (7) is then numerically NGS (LAS) for both models (white area) and, with
T = 2, solution (7) is numerically stable (bottom dark gray area). Predators introduction rate has to be large enough to ensure the LAS condition holds: µ > arxh m/b0 .
When µ is smaller, pest eradication can never be achieved. When the introduction rate
is intermediate and µ smaller than the value ensuring numerical stability for T = 0,
applying a small T strategy implies instability or NGS of the pest-free solution while
using large T strategies would have ensured GAS of the pest-free solution.
Considering the dark gray hatched region in Figure 1, it seems that the analytic
GAS condition becomes less precise with large periods while the LAS condition gives
a better approximation of the numerical stability.
Note that it is not possible, by increasing the period T , to pass from a no-LAS
situation (bottom light gray area) to a globally stable one (dark gray and dark gray
hatched areas) in the Figure 1 (b). Indeed, the horizontality of the LAS condition does
not allow to change the stability by only increasing the period T while it is possible
to do it when foraging Allee effects occur among predator population. For instance,
in Figure 1 (a), taking µ = 6 and T < 1 will lead to a failure while a larger period:
T = 2, will ensure pest eradication.
Figure 2 illustrates the dynamics produced by the four models using µ = 4 and
T = 1. In this configuration, the pest-free solution is unstable for models with foraging efficiency Allee effects while it is GAS for the R- and RMA- models, see also Figure 1. The pest population is almost eradicated through approximatively one(RMAmodel) or two releases (R-model) while it remains at high levels for the RF- and
F- models; the pest population stays even very close to the carrying capacity in the
two latter cases. Foraging efficiency Allee effects thus strongly influence the efficacy
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the four models pest-dynamics with µ = 4, T = 1 and parameters used in Figure 1.
Black curves represents pest densities when foraging efficiency Allee effects occur among predator (solid
curve: RF-model, dashed curve: F-model). Gray curves represents pest densities of the R-model (solid
curve) and RMA-model (dashed curve).
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Fig. 3 Influence of period T and initial condition for pest control success on pest dynamics in the Rmodel. Parameters the same than in Figure 1 with µ = 2.5. The initial condition used for dashed and solid
solutions are (1.5, µT ) and (K, µT ), respectively. T = 0.3 is illustrated in black, T = 0.8 in light gray and
T = 1.9 in dark gray.

of augmentative biological control, and the release strategies must account for this.
To mitigate Allee effects, and in particular foraging Allee effects, large T strategies,
implying the release of large batches of predators, should be preferred.
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This property is further illustrated in Figure 3 on the R-model. It illustrates that
for a fixed µ, increasing the period of release can lead to the success of pest control.
Taking µ = 2.5, T = 1.9 and (x(0), y(0)) = (K, µT ) (solid dark gray area) allows to
eradicate pests in approximately three periods while biological control totally fails
when T = 0.3 or T = 0.8. Note also that the dashed curves describe solutions of the
same models, with less pests as initial conditions. The black dashed curve returns to
the solid black periodic solution whereas the dashed gray curve converge to the pestfree solution. The light gray curve describe a case when the pest-free solution can
be LAS but not GAS since the solid solution represents a failure of pest eradication,
while the dashed solution converges to zero.

5 Discussion
Intraspecific interactions such as demographic Allee effects have major influences on
population dynamics, facilitating or hindering their management (Courchamp et al,
2008; Liebhold and Tobin, 2008). These effects stem from what are called ”component” Allee effects. The modelling and analysis of component Allee effects on
predators in predator-prey systems has long been overlooked (Bazykin, 1998; Zhou
et al, 2005), but some recent studies tend to confirm their important impact (Verdy,
2010; Terry, 2015). In this contribution, we proposed a novel mechanistic modelling
framework taking into account foraging and/or reproductive component Allee effects
for the predator; the genericity of this framework allows it to cover a wide range
of biological situations while only imposing biologically relevant constraints on its
form. Our model (4) offers a major extension to articles (Verdy, 2010; Terry, 2015)
in which only one component Allee effect is taken into account: either the Allee effect modulates the predation rate or the ressource assimilation efficiency (in (Verdy,
2010)), or only reproductive component Allee effects among predators are considered (in (Terry, 2015)). The effects of component Allee effects can then be compared
in order to obtain better information about predator-prey dynamics.
Based on that model, we then developed an augmentative biological control scheme
using a semi-discrete approach, where the amount of periodically released predators is determined as the product of a constant release rate and the release period
(Mailleret and Grognard, 2009, 2006). Thus, we considered release strategies from
small and frequent introductions to rare and large, while still being able to compare
them through the value of the release rate.
Stability conditions of a T -periodic pest-free stationary solution have been investigated. Although LAS (8) and GAS (9) conditions are strongly correlated with
introduction rate µ and period T , the presence or absence of component Allee effects among the natural enemies may seriously influence release strategies. Indeed,
we showed that foraging Allee effects impact stability of the pest-free solution more
negatively than the reproductive one, limiting more the efficiency of pest control. A
foraging Allee effect among the predator population causes a change in the LAS and
GAS conditions forms (see also Table 3) and pest eradication is hindered: the level
of the theoretical and numerical thresholds for stability in the (T, µ) plane are higher
in Figure 1(a) than in Figure 1(b). Although the presence of one or both component
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Allee effects impedes pest eradication, it does not change the qualitative form of the
stability region whose upper-boundary is decrasing with period T in each case. Then,
considering an introduction rate µ large enough, pest eradication is ensured for large
periods of release even if stability was not achieved for T small. Actually, when a
large introduction of predators is done, their quantity allows to overwhelm the Allee
effects at least right after the release. This is why rare but large release strategies
should be preferred in such biological control programs. Other comparable studies
concerning augmentative biological control have been previously carried out. When
negative density dependence, i.e. intraspecific competition between predators, occurs
among natural enemies, small and frequent release strategies should be favoured to
ensure stability (Nundloll et al, 2010b,a). When, as in the RMA-model, no intraspecific interactions occur among the predator population, even though theoretical stability was not impacted by the release period, (Mailleret and Grognard, 2009, 2006)
proposed that small and frequent releases should also be adopted in order to prevent
long durations of infestations. The issue appears to be more complicated since the
present work recommands the reverse strategy: indeed, the numerical stability curve
for the RMA-model in Figure 1(b) is decreasing with period T .
We then studied cases where the pest-free solution is LAS but not GAS (NGS) in
order to improve our stability knowledge since the GAS condition is only sufficient.
In this analysis, we expanded on work in (Terry, 2014a) by optimising the ym -bound
and by exploring the impact of different component Allee effects. The NGS condition
depends on both the foraging and reproductive component Allee effects (see also
Table 3 for observed differences) but the NGS region is limited to smaller µ values
when reproductive mechanisms arise among predators, than when the foraging Allee
effect is present. Thus, we have been able to observe cases in which the pest-free
solution is numerically globally stable for the RMA-model while it is NGS for the
R-model (double hatched area in Figure 1(b)).
Our theoretical results could help to prevent failures that currently plague augmentative biological control programs. Considering the release rate µ as a proxy of
a budget for practitioners, we suggest to have a large enough period between introductions and hence large enough releases to ensure pest eradication. Similarly, large
release periods ensure that stability is achieved for smaller release rates. This could
then prove to be an economically sensible release strategy. However, as was shown
in (Mailleret and Grognard, 2009), too large periods should be avoided since, despite
pest eradication being guaranteed, this approach would leave the crop exposed to an
ill-timed pest invasion between releases. Indeed, when the period is large, in the absence of pest, the natural enemies population dies out long before the next release so,
may an invasion occur, the crop would not be protected so that major damage could
happen.
Moreover, we quantify the biological process by studying the asymptotic stability of a periodic pest-free solution of the system (6). It means that we consider our
system, and its resulting biological control process, over the long-term in Theorem
2. However, faster convergence might be required in real applications in field crops.
For that, we consider another approach in Corollary 1 that allows to decrease the pest
population level at all times. Faster convergence can also be obtained by setting the
first eigenvalue of (17) to a sufficiently small value.
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The techniques used here to study augmentative biological control schemes could
be extended to other ecological issues such as reintroductions of species where the
objective could be changed to the long-term establishment of predator population. It
could for instance be interesting to understand which component Allee effect influences the reintroduction success of a single population in a new environment. Recent
investigations have developed theoretical tools concerning Integrated Pest management (IPM) strategies, which are the use of different techniques of pest control in
order to put the pest level below a certain economic threshold (Elliott et al, 1995;
Van Lenteren, 1995). Our impulsive study of pest control could bring interesting
information for IPM programs, which are recently mostly investigated (Tang et al,
2008, 2010, 2013).
This paper considers that periodical releases of predators is a good approximation
of augmentative biological control. We assume that such approach is relevant regarding considerations of biologists (Van Lenteren and Bueno, 2003; Bale et al, 2008)
and recent theoretical investigations that bring theoretical tools for such periodical
augmentative biological control (Terry, 2014a; Wang and Huang, 2015). Nonetheless, recent papers have investigated state-dependent impulsive system by releasing
predators when the pests reach a certain enonomic threshold (Tang and Cheke, 2005;
Jiang and Lu, 2007; Nie et al, 2009; Tang et al, 2010). Such a feedback control could
bring relevant amelioration of the models considered in this paper.
Another interesting topic would be to concentrate on one population but focus
more on the Allee effect mechanisms. We could for instance model female and male
with two distinct dynamics (Boukal and Berec, 2009) and observe in detail the interaction between reproductive Allee effect linked to difficulties in mate finding and
the introduction of individuals. This could help design eradication programs based on
the release of sterile males who compete with wild males for females (e.g. SIT techniques (Dyck et al, 2005)). These techniques often require repeated introductions for
pest eradication, which is why it would nicely be described using a semi-discrete
modeling framework.
Our approach neglects potentially important features of real-life augmentative biological control programs such as the spatial distribution of both populations. However, these programs are most of the time carried out in large culture fields and this
requires to know where and how to introduce predators in the space to achieve pest
eradication. A study of a patchy environment in which individuals could interact between patches could be considered in future works, as it has been done in (Ghosh
et al, 2015). In another direction, considering recent biological control projects, it
appears that the quantities of released predators are not exactly the same at each introduction for different reasons: acclimatization, environmental variations, quality of
breeding before introduction and so on. This is why fixing the quantity of natural
enemies may be unrealistic and studying effects of stochastic changes in release sizes
could bring valuable information for augmentative biological control. Such questions
have for instance been recently explored in (Drury and Lodge, 2009).
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